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General Guidelines for MS submission (updated 3/3/21) 

 

1. All copy should be in Word using Times or Times New Roman 12 pt double-spaced 

(like this guideline), including endnotes and bibliography. Do not format headings in 

different fonts or different sizes at this stage. 

2. Use endnotes (not footnotes) with arabic numerals. 

3. Italicize all non-English words at each appearance. 

4.  For graphics and figures, place them with their captions together in a second file 

separate from the text file.  Each image should have its own file for ease of editing.  

5. For graphics and figures, indicate in the text where they are to appear by indicating 

“FIGURE 1 HERE” or “TABLE 3 HERE”. Asian Music does not print in color. 

6. For References (biblio.) we use a format based on Chicago, but with some "quirks." 

See attached scanned page below or consult a previous issue of AM. 

7. Send your submission in TWO Word files, one regular and one masked for purposes 

of anonymous review. The masked file means that all references to the author have 

been removed. This means no author line and no references to yourself as author in 

the text or elsewhere. If you reference your previous research in the text, replace the 

citation with (citation removed). For example: "I discuss this aspect in more detail in 

a previous work (Trimillos 1962)" becomes "I discuss this aspect in more detail in a 

previous work (citation removed)" in the masked version. Be sure there are no 

metadata imbedded in the masked file. 



8. An incorrectly formatted submission will be returned to the author for correction 

before it is sent out for anonymous review. 

9. Ideal length is between 8,000 – 12,000 words of text. 

10. Submit the two files to: asmusic@hawaii.edu with the subject line “Asian Music MS 

submission” 

11. The anonymous review process usually takes 2 -4 months following submission, 

depending upon the availability of reviewer colleagues. 



 


